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COVID-19 is, first and foremost, a global humanitarian challenge.
Thousands of health professionals are heroically battling the virus, putting
their own lives at risk. Governments and industry are working together to understand
and address the challenge, support victims and their families  
and communities, and search for treatments and a vaccine.

Companies around the world need to act promptly.
This document is meant to help senior leaders understand the COVID-19 situation and  
how it may unfold, and take steps to protect their employees, customers, supply chains,  
and financial results.

https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/covid-response-center/home

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/coronavirus-leading-through-the-crisis

Read more on McKinsey.com
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1. Choose  

Innovation

2. Rediscover  

Customers

3. Evolve the  

Business Model

Three things we hope you  

take away from today
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“When the winds of  

change blow, some  

people build walls,

others build windmills.”

- Chinese proverb

The crisis presents a choice
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Executives feel largely unprepared

An opportunity to reimagine… … the challenge to making it happen

90%
Believe crisis will  

fundamentally  

change their  

business in the  

next 5 years

85%
Expect lasting  

changes in

customers’

preferences

21%
Feel confident that  

they are well  

equipped to grow

2/3
Believe this is the  

most challenging  

moment in their  

career
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The majority of industries have shifted their focus away from  
innovation during the crisis

% of executives who list innovation as their #1 or #2 priority before and afterCOVID-19

Pre-crisis normal Today

47%
Pharmaceuticals&  

medical supply

Retail 40%

1. CPG includes grocery retail businesses

(57%)

(71%)

28%

(88%)

(52%)

(63%)

(83%)

(88%)

Materials 70% 30%

Technology, Media,
69% 20%

Telecommunications

Healthcare Services 61% 29%

Consumer Packaged Goods1 57% 21%

Financial Services 52% 9%

Industrials 50% 6%

60%

5%

Difference in prioritizing  

today vs. pre-crisis
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Competitors become collaborators

Using a Global Network of Adaptive Clinical  

Trials to Fight COVID-19

July 23, 2020

In the second week of March, with outbreaks raging  

on three continents, research heads at Amgen,  

AstraZeneca, Bristol Myers Squibb,  

GlaxoSmithKline, Johnson & Johnson, Novartis, and  

Takeda began exchanging information. The alliance  

immediately began screening compounds for

antiviral activity…

“… Struck by the magnitude of the pandemic,our  

shared responsibility to act, and the scale of  

resources at our disposal, we communicated with  

minimal ground rules or administrative redtape.”

In contrast, the pharma and medical products industry has  
innovated in a multiple directions

New entrants enable rapid scale up

“In less than a month, Ventec and  

GM were able to marshal support to  

deliver 30,000 ventilators.”

Source: Takeda and GM Corporate Newsrooms
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1)Thinking about Pre-COVID-19 crisis, which of the  
following was your top priority for your organization?

2)Thinking about TODAY during the COVID-19 crisis,  
which of the following actions is your top priority for  
your organization?

Questions for you…

Select your Top priority:

a) Efficiency gains (e.g. cost cutting, production optimization, procurement optimization, zero- based budgeting)

b) Stabilizing the organization (e.g. strategic revenue management, marketing & sales optimization)

c) M&A / collaborations (e.g., consolidation, finding synergies, forming new ecosystems)

d) Organizational health (e.g. talent management, culture, up-skilling and re-skilling)

e) New sources of organic growth (e.g. new products, services, categories, business models, technologies)
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Many companies are putting innovation on the back burner during  
the crisis

50%

40%

0%

10%

20%

30%

60%

Pre-crisis  

normal

Today End of health  

crisis

Economic Time period

recovery
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% of executives who list each action as the #1 or #2 priority pre and post COVID-19

80%

70%

Efficiency

Innovation

Core

Org. Health  

M&A

Source: McKinsey Innovation through Crisis April 2020 survey data
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But innovation in a crisis is necessary…

…to adapt the core to meet shifting customer needs

…to identify and tackle new opportunity areas early

…to ensure resources are allocated efficiently

…to build the foundation for post-crisis growth and

remain competitive in the new market landscape

Executives are deprioritizing innovation...

…to focus on shoring up their core

…to prioritize known opportunity spaces

…to conserve cash and minimize risk

…to wait until “there is more clarity”

Beyond our survey, we have  
interviewed many executives
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… they also outperformed the market by upwards of 30% in post-crisis years

History suggests that companies that invest in innovation through  
a crisis outperform peers during the recovery

0
2007 08 09 10 11

SOURCE: Innovators identified as companies on Fast Company's The World's 50 most innovative companies listing for at least 2 years through crisis, normalized to 2007

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

Year

Normalized market  

capitalization

12 13

Through crisis innovators  

S&P 500

+30%

+10%

2

Not only did through  

crisis innovators  

outperform in the  

crisis by 10%...



1

Aspire

2

Choose

3

Discover

4

Evolve

5

Accelerate

6

Scale

7

Extend

8

Mobilize
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There is a recipe for continuous delivery of new growth: the eight  
essentials of innovation



Innovation leaders are quickly moving ahead
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Five year change3

Percent points
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Companies that integrate Essentials into a robust  
Operating Model generate higher economic profit

Companies can gain a  

significant competitive  

advantage by mastering the  

greatest number of  

Essentials

Previous work on the  

Innovation Commitment  

showed that mastering  

Aspire and Choose drive  

the most incremental value

In a crisis, we believe this  

shifts to Discover and  

Evolve being the most  

immediate needs

Source: McKinsey Innovation survey2016

Index of Economic Profit Generated by Mastery of Essentials



Rediscover your customers. Evolve the business model.

Return & Re-imagine
Reform

Resolve & Resilience

SCALE
ACCELERATE

MOBILIZE EXTENDDISCOVER

CHOOSE

ASPIRE

EVOLVE

Focus for

innovators

Crisis  

horizons

Primary  

essentials  

to leverage

Re-discover your customers and  

identify the most valuable  

problems to solve. Align business  

models to capture value

Prepare and motivate your  

organization to rapidly innovate at  

the right scale with the right  

partnerships in place

Ensure your aspiration and  

portfolio are re-aligned to the  

“next normal”
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Which organizations below are pivoting to address COVID-19?

ALL of them!
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(Re)discover: Life imitates art

McKinsey & Company 19Source: https://themindcircle.com/getty-museum-challenges/, mymodern.net, The Getty Center

https://themindcircle.com/getty-museum-challenges/


Discovery happens at the intersection of  
three lenses

All great innovations start with a valuable  

problem to solve, the technology to deliver  

the solution, and a business model that  

enables you to monetize and scale

Technology

Business model

Customer  

unmet  

need
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1

Affects a large  

number of people

# customers you  

can target

Their willingness to pay  

for a solution

Value potential  

opportunity

Value of existing  

solutions

4

Is poorly solved  

by existing  

alternatives

2

Happens  

frequently

3

Is a (painful)  

problemworth  

solving

How might we help

to ?
(Burning challenge)

Customer needs have changed and systematically searching for “valuable  

problems to solve” can surface priority opportunities

(Who has this problem?)
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Rediscover the  
most valuable  
problems solve  
based on new  
customer  
needs



Evolve: From vacuums to ventilators
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Aspire: ‘We work’ from home

Total  

Subscribers

200

ZOOM added  

over 190M  

subscribers in

under 3 months

10
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Making crisis-born changes permanent requires re-imagining your
growth model and “Green Box”

Today Pick well InnovateDo better Buy stuff Future

The Growth Staircase

The “Green box”  

enables companies to  

outperform peers with a  

step-change

in new long-term  

organic growth through  

innovation

SOURCE: McKinsey Innovation Practice (Distribution only with explicit Permission)
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Choose: What was ‘not big enough to matter’ is now a major channel

7

% of physician-patient consultations conducted via telemedicine

36

27

Before

pandemic

During crisis Once  

restrictions  

are lifted
Source: McKinsey analysis of Sermo COVID-19 survey, May2020



In closing, a reminder of  

the three things we hope

you take away from today

1. Choose  

Innovation

2. Rediscover  

Customers

3. Evolve the  

Business Model
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